In this paper we define nth order Hessian structures on manifolds and study them. In particular, when n = 3, we make a detailed study and establish a oneto-one correspondence between third-order Hessian structures and a certain class of connections on the second-order tangent bundle of a manifold. Further, we show that a connection on the tangent bundle of a manifold induces a connection on the secondorder tangent bundle. Also we define second-order geodesics of special second-order connection which gives a geometric characterization of symmetric third-order Hessian structures.
Introduction
Let M stand for a Hausdorff, paracompact, smooth (C ∞ ) manifold modelled on a finite dimensional Banach space E. Let T m M denote the tangent space to M at m [2] . We recall Lang's characterization of T m M to fix our notation [10] . For each chart (U, ϕ) at m, consider triples of the form (U, ϕ, e) with e ∈ E. If (U, ϕ) and (V, ψ) are two charts at m, define (U, ϕ, e) and (V, ψ,ē) to be equivalent if D(ψ • ϕ −1 )(ϕm) · e =ē. An equivalence class v is called a tangent vector at m and the set of all tangent vectors at m is denoted by T m M. If v ∈ T m M and (U, ϕ, e) ∈ v, we write v ϕ = e and T ϕ(v) = (ϕm, e). If v, w ∈ T m M and a, b are real numbers, we define av + bw = T ϕ −1 (ϕm, av ϕ + bw ϕ ). This defines a linear structure on T m M isomorphic to E and is independent of charts. Let T M = m∈M T m M and let TU = m∈U T m M. Given a chart (U, ϕ) at m, T ϕ: TU → ϕ(U) × E is a bijection and {(TU, T ϕ): (U, ϕ) is a chart on M} defines a vector bundle structure on T M.
Finally, if M = U
′ is an open subset of E, then TU ′ can be identified with U ′ × E. Let Thus T ϕ(X(m)) = (ϕm, X ϕ (ϕm)) and X ϕ : ϕU → E. We call X a (smooth) vector field on M if X ϕ is smooth for all charts (U, ϕ). We denote the set of all vector fields on M by ∋∈(M). If f ∈ F (M) and X ∈ ∋∈(M), we define X( f )(m) = d f (m) · X(m). Then X( f ) ∈ F (M) and the map X is a derivation on F (M). Conversely, every derivation of F (M) is induced in this way by a unique X ∈ ∋∈(M). Suppose M = U ′ is open in E. Then vector fields X and Y on U ′ can be identified with smooth maps from U ′ to E. We define DY · X to be the smooth map given by (DY · X)(u) = DY (u) · X(u).
We can see that a (second-order) Hessian structure on a manifold is equivalent to a symmetric connection on a manifold. In [3] , this equivalence is established by first identifying Hessian structures with sprays and then sprays with symmetric connections. The difficulty of their proof is in the choice of defining a connection in terms of connection forms on the bundle of bases for the tangent spaces. When we take a connection ∇ X Y to be given by Koszul's definition, we see that Hessian structures and symmetric connections can be directly related to each other.
Before proceeding further, we state certain results relating to higher order derivatives on manifolds. For m ∈ M, let F + m denote the space of all those real-valued smooth functions whose domain is an open subset of M containing the point m, F m stands for the elements of F + m which vanish at m and F n m for the space of all sums of products of n elements of F m . f ∈ F n m if and only if f ϕ has vanishing partial derivatives of order up to and including (n − 1) at m, for some and hence any chart (U, ϕ). If f ∈ F n m then we say f is (n − 1)-flat at m.
is well-defined and is symmetric in the
where D n f ϕ is the n-th order Frechet derivative of f ϕ at ϕm.
If f ∈ F n m , then the nth order derivative of f is well-defined as a symmetric n-multilinear mapping on T m M. We define a nth order Hessian structure H n (not necessarily symmetric), for every n ∈ N as a map H n : f → H n f which is real linear in f and associates with every f ∈ F (M), an nth order covariant tensor
where the action of ∇ denotes the covariant derivative acting on covariant tensors defines a Hessian structure H n , for all n. Further we show that ∇ 2 f and ∇ 3 f are symmetric (for all f ) if and only if ∇ has torsion and curvature zero. In such a case ∇ n f is symmetric, for all n and for all f . Thus we show how to define higher-order derivatives of functions on manifolds with a connection. It should be interesting to relate these higher derivatives to differential operator on the manifold.
Ambrose, Palais and Singer in [3] proved that, given any H(= H 2 ) there exists a connection ∇ such that H 2 = ∇ 2 . We now raise the following question. Given H 3 , does there exist a connection ∇ such that H 3 = ∇ 3 ? This is not true in general. We prove that, just as a second-order Hessian structure arises from a connection on the tangent bundle, every third-order Hessian structure on a manifold arises from a connection on the second-order tangent bundle. We characterize those H 3 which arise as ∇ 3 . In this process, we show that a connection ∇ on the tangent bundle of a manifold induces a connection ∇ on the secondorder tangent bundle. As far as we are aware, this observation is new. Also we introduce and discuss second-order geodesics which are related to third-order Hessian structures. We show that if ∇ is a connection on the second-order tangent bundle induced from a connection ∇ on the tangent bundle of a manifold, then every (first-order) geodesic of ∇ is a second-order geodesic of ∇.
Second-order tangent bundle
We first introduce the concept of a second-order tangent vector at a point m of the manifold M. We follow the notation of [3] . Let For this purpose, we have chosen coordinate-free methods, but use charts combined with Frechet calculus on Banach spaces. This method works both in finite and infinite dimensional cases and the proofs are exactly the same as far as the computational details are concerned. It is for establishing smoothness and taking into account such infinite dimensional phenomena as non-reflexivity etc, that one has to work harder in the case of Banach manifolds. So we use the language of Frechet calculus, but in a finite dimensional setting. For this reason our calculations become little complicated and not easily readable. Our definition of second-order tangent bundle seems to be new (it is a coordinate approach). Now we define the second-order tangent bundle of a manifold in the following way.
If M = R 2 , the second-order tangent vectors at a point are the linear functionals of the
Calculating how these functionals transform under a change of coordinates and rewriting the transformation law in a coordinate-free language, we are led to the definition of second-order tangent vector at a point of a manifold.
Let E∆E denote the symmetric tensor product of E with itself. We shall identify symmetric bilinear maps from E × E to E with linear maps from E∆E to E. If A and B are (linear) endomorphisms of E, then A∆B denotes the endomorphism of E∆E satisfying (A∆B)(e 1 ∆e 2 ) = Ae 1 ∆Be 2 . Let E (2) stand for (E∆E) ⊕ E and we denote a typical element of it by x ⊕ e.
Let m ∈ M. Consider a chart (U, ϕ) at m and triples of the form (U, ϕ, x ⊕ e). Two such triples (U, ϕ, x ⊕ e) and (V, ψ, y ⊕ f) are said to be equivalent if
where F = ψ • ϕ −1 and u = ϕm. It can be easily checked that we have really defined an equivalence relation and that equivalence preserves linearity. Equivalence classes are called second-order tangent vectors at m. The set of all such equivalence classes will be denoted by T
m M will be denoted by t. If (U, ϕ, x ⊕ e) ∈ t, we write t ϕ = x ⊕ e and T (2) 
Suppose f is a smooth function defined in a neighborhood of m, t ∈ T (2) m M, (U, ϕ) is a chart at m, t ϕ = x ⊕ e and ϕm = u. We define the second-order differential of f as d (2) 
We can also see its dual approach. We then have a short exact sequence as given below.
m is called the space of 1-jets at m and is denoted by J m (p. 376 of [11] ). This is just the cotangent space T * m M (also called 1-covelocity space). Two functions f , g ∈ F m are equivalent in J m if in a chart (U, ϕ) at m (and hence in any chart), f ϕ and g ϕ have the same first-order partial derivatives at ϕm. 
It is natural to ask when this exact sequence splits. This leads to the concept of a 'dissection' as a splitting of this exact sequence. Following this second-order Hessian structures and dissections are in one-to-one correspondence [3] .
Also we can define the 'tangent bundle of order 2', denoted by T 2 M as a bundle of 2-jets [11] defined in the following way, which is certainly a different approach to T (2) M (the second-order tangent bundle as defined in §1.1).
The tangent bundle of order 2, T 2 M
Let M be a d-dimensional manifold (p. 368 of [11] ). The tangent bundle of order 2,
T 2 M has a natural bundle structure over M, π 2 : sT 2 M → M denotes the canonical projection. The tangent bundle T M is nothing but the manifold of 1-jets j 1 f at 0 ∈ R of f : R → M. If we denote π 12 : T 2 M → T M the canonical projection, then T 2 M has a bundle structure over T M. Note that T 2 M is not a vector bundle. (The bundle of 2-jets defined above.) There is a result stating that 'the linear connection ∇ on M determines a vector bundle structure on π 2 :
Note that the space T 2 M of 2-velocities on M may be identified with a submanifold of T (T M), the tangent bundle to T M (see p. 372 of [11] ).
Hessian structures
Let Ω n (M) denote the space of covariant tensors of nth order on M. Since we wish to associate nth derivatives to smooth real-valued functions on manifolds, we have the following definition. DEFINITION 2.1.
An n-th order Hessian structure H n on M is a mapping H n :
Note that the properties of H n imply that if f ∈ F (M) is constant on an open set U in M, then H n f is zero on U. Consequently, H n is localizable so that it is meaningful to talk of H n f for f ∈ F (U). H n is said to be a symmetric Hessian structure if H n f is a symmetric covariant tensor of order n, for all f . In [3] , a (second-order) Hessian structure was by definition symmetric. Here we drop the requirement of symmetry from the definition.
Suppose now ∇ is a connection on M. i.e., a connection on the tangent bundle T M of M. Recall [13] 
∇ω is called the covariant derivative of ω with respect to the connection ∇ on M. Also note the following:
(1) Let ω be a symmetric covariant tensor of order n. Then ∇ω is symmetric if and only Proof. We first claim that if f ∈ F n+k m , then for fixed
m . (This also implies that ∇ n f (X 1 , . . . , X n ) ∈ F k m .) The proof is by induction on n. Clearly it is true for n = 2. Suppose it is true for n. Let f ∈ F n+1+k m . Then
Here g ∈ F k+2 m and therefore X 0 g ∈ F k+1 m . Also each term inside the summation on the right-hand side belongs to F k+1 m . So the claim is proved. Now we prove that ∇ n f is an nth order Hessian structure on M. Now the linearity in f is trivially true and so we have only to prove that if f ∈ F n m , then
In the case of R n , the nth derivative is symmetric. In case of a manifold, we ask for conditions under which the nth derivative is symmetric. We have the following results. Proof. Recall the definitions of torsion T and curvature R from [4] 
The proofs of (a) and (b) are trivial. (c) Assume that ∇ has torsion and curvature zero. We need to prove that ∇ n f is symmetric, for all n ≥ 2. The proof is by induction on n. By (a) and (b) the result is true for n = 2, 3. Suppose the result is true for n. We have to prove that the result is true for (n + 1). Consider
Interchanging X 0 and X 1 in the above formula and using
Now we consider
Similarly we have,
Substitute (2) and (3) in (1) to get
This is enough to prove the theorem. q.e.d.
Ambrose, Palais and Singer in [3] proved that every symmetric second-order Hessian structure H 2 is of the form ∇ 2 , for a symmetric connection ∇. We see below that the condition of symmetry is unnecessary. Before this, we prove the following Lemma 2.4.
Proof. Lemma 2.4 (i) and (ii) follow from the relevant definitions. Lemma 2.4 (iii) follows from Lemma 2.4 (ii) by noting that if we set h = ( f − f m)(g − gm), then dh(m) = 0 so that Bh(m) = 0.
q.e.d. 
Hence it defines a vector field on M which we denote it by
It can be easily checked that ∇ satisfies all the properties of a connection and that ∇ is symmetric if H 2 is symmetric. q.e.d.
It is now natural to ask the following question. Does every third-order Hessian structure H 3 arise as ∇ 3 , for a connection ∇? We show below that this need not be the case. However, every H 3 comes from a connection on the second-order tangent bundle T (2) M of M. We characterize the connections on T (2) M which arise in this way. We also characterize the smaller class of connections which are associated to H 3 of the form ∇ 3 . Incidentally, we prove that every connection ∇ on T M induces a connection ∇ on T (2) M. We do all this in the language of charts and Frechet calculus methods.
Second-order connections
We define vector bundles now, to recall notation [2] . Let E and F be finite dimensional Banach spaces with U open in E. We call the product U × F a local vector bundle (l.v.b.). We call U the base space, which can be identified with U × {0}, which is called the zero section. For u ∈ U, {u} × F is called the fiber over u, which can be endowed with the Banach space structure of F. The map π: U × F → U given by π(u, x) = u is called the projection of U × F. Note that U × F is an open subset of E × F and so is a local manifold. Let U × F and U ′ × F ′ be two l.v.b.'s. A map ϕ: U × F → U ′ × F ′ is called a l.v.b. mapping if ϕ is smooth and it has the form ϕ(u,
In this setting, let π: E → M be a vector bundle, where M is a manifold modelled on a finite dimensional Banach space E and each fibre of E is modelled on a finite dimensional Banach space F. For the local structure of vector bundles, we follow the notation given below. Let m ∈ M. If (U, ϕ) is a local chart at m, then the vector bundle chart is a triple (Φ, ϕ,U) where the following diagram commutes:
Thus, if τ: U → E is a local section of π, then the principal part τ ϕ : ϕU → F with respect to the vector bundle chart (Φ, ϕ,U) is given by (Φ • τ • ϕ −1 )(u) = (u, τ ϕ (u)); (u ∈ ϕU). Similarly, for a vector field X of M, the local representative X ϕ : ϕU → E with respect to the chart (U, ϕ) is given by (T ϕ • X • ϕ −1 )(u) = (u, X ϕ (u)); (u ∈ ϕU). For any two vector bundle charts (Φ, ϕ,U) and (Ψ, ψ,V ) at e ∈ E, we have the l.v.b. mapping given by (
denote the smooth sections of the vector bundle π: E → M and let ∋∈(M) denote the set of all smooth vector fields on M. Following [4] and [8] we have the definition given below. A connection ∇ on a vector bundle π: E → M is a mapping ∇:
such that it satisfies the following properties:
Note that in a local vector bundle chart (Φ, ϕ,U) of E, a connection has the form ( ∇ X τ) ϕm = Dτ ϕm ·X ϕm − Γ ϕ (ϕm)(X ϕm , τ ϕm ) for all m ∈ U where Γ ϕ : ϕU → L 2 (E× F, F) is the Christoffel symbol of ∇.
Let us consider the vector bundle E = T (2) M over M (the second-order tangent bundle of M).
We define a connection ∇ on T (2) M as above and we now find the transformation property of Γ. Let (U, ϕ) and (V, ψ) be two charts at m and suppose (Φ, ϕ,U) and (Ψ, ψ,V ) are vector bundle charts at e ∈ E and let (2) M is a local section of T (2) M, then the principal part is τ ϕ : ϕU → F with respect to the vector bundle chart (Φ, ϕ,U), where F = E ⊕ (E∆E). Then we have the following rules. We write τ ϕ = V ϕ ⊕ S ϕ , where
Then by the definition of second-order tangent vectors, we have
and
From the definition of ∇, we have in a local chart (U, ϕ) of M,
We write
On the other hand, (4) and (5)
Again,
This is the transformation formula for Γ. In what follows we simplify the presentation of this formula. As usual we write τ ϕ = V ϕ ⊕ S ϕ , where V ϕ (u) ∈ E and S ϕ (u) ∈ E∆E, u ∈ ϕU. We define
where A ϕ (X ϕ , .): E → E, R ϕ (X ϕ , .): E∆E → E, B ϕ (X ϕ , .): E → E∆E and C ϕ (X ϕ , .): E∆E → E∆E. Now we can represent Γ in the matrix form as
i.e., we can write
We now have the following formulas for A ϕ , B ϕ , R ϕ and C ϕ .
Case i. If S ϕ = 0, then S ψ = 0 and V ψ = DF ·V ϕ . Therefore from above, we have
Case ii.
Then from above, we have
Using equations (6) and (7), we can easily see that the choice of A ϕ and B ϕ are independent of charts and hence they define a subclass of second-order connections on T (2) M. We have the following definition. A connection ∇ on the vector bundle T (2) M is called a special second-order connection on M if the Christoffel symbols of ∇ in the given chart (U, ϕ) are given by the matrix of symbols
. We call R ϕ and C ϕ as the Christoffel symbols of ∇ in the chart (U, ϕ).
Note 3.4. Suppose ∇ is a special second-order connection on M. Then in any other chart (V, ψ) at m ∈ M, the transformation laws for the Christoffel symbols are given by
If
and similarly for C ϕ .
Third-order Hessian structures
Let K be a third-order Hessian structure on M (the case n = 3 of Definition 2.1). In what follows we state that the following lemma and the proof is easy and hence left to the reader. 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between third-order Hessian structures on M and special second-order connections on T (2) M such that if K and ∇ corresponds to each other, then for every chart
, where R ϕ and C ϕ are the Christoffel symbols of ∇ in the chart (U, ϕ).
is a secondorder tangent vector at m. Hence there exists a second-order tangent vector in
We may conclude from this that R ϕ ⊕ C ϕ is a smooth trilinear map on ϕU.
. We can easily verify the transformation laws for C ϕ and R ϕ and hence we obtain
. These are precisely the relations satisfied by the Christoffel symbols (C and R) of a special second-order connection ∇, so that K determines a special second-order connection ∇ on M.
Conversely, if ∇ is a second-order connection on M and C, R are the associated Christoffel symbols of ∇ in a chart, then defining K f (X,Y, Z)(m)
, it is not difficult to verify, by reversing the order of steps in the above proof, that K defines a third-order Hessian structure on M. Thus we have a one-to-one correspondence between special second-order connections and third-order Hessian structures.
q.e.d.
In the next section we discuss the concept of a geodesic of special second-order connection and we prove a theorem below which gives a very satisfying geometric characterization of symmetric third-order Hessian structures. . This is well-defined and is a second-order tangent vector at m. Note that, if ∇ is a special second-order connection on T (2) M then ∇ v τ depends only on the behavior of τ near π(v) and also that ∇ v τ can be calculated once τ is known along any smooth curve c in M with initial tangent vector v (see [16] ). Therefore ∇ċc is welldefined.
Second-order geodesics
Suppose ∇ is a special second-order connection with Christoffel symbols R and C. Let (U, ϕ) be a chart at m. Then we obtain (The proof is easy by using the definition and hence left to the reader.) Given a connection ∇ on T M, there are standard theorems on how ∇ induces a connection on tensor bundles associated to M by covariant differentiation. But we are not aware of any observation in the literature that ∇ induces a connection on T (2) M. We can now show that such a thing is possible. Let ∇ be a connection on T M. Then K f = ∇ 3 f defines a third-order Hessian structure on M and associated to K, there is a special second-order connection ∇ on T (2) M. We call ∇ the connection induced by ∇.
